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Cos. Face Greater Fraudulent Transfer Risks Post-Lyondell 

Law360, New York (July 28, 2016, 4:54 PM ET) --  
On July 27, 2016, the United States District Court for the Southern District of New 
York overturned a widely reviewed bankruptcy court decision that had dismissed 
actual fraudulent transfer claims arising out of the failed leveraged buyout (LBO) 
involving Lyondell Chemical Co.[1] In reversing the bankruptcy court, the court held 
that the trustee’s actual fraudulent transfer claims against Lyondell’s shareholders 
could proceed on the basis that the alleged fraudulent intent of Lyondell’s former 
chairman and CEO could be imputed to the company.[2] The court’s decision could 
further complicate the decision-making process in future transactions because it 
signals that the alleged motives or intent of a single officer or director can be 
sufficient to sustain a fraudulent transfer claim. 
 
Background 
 
Lyondell Chemical Co. (“Lyondell”) was the target of a leveraged buyout by activist 
investor Leonard Blavatnik. Blavatnik made several offers for Lyondell’s shares over 
the course of a couple of years, culminating in an agreement to purchase Lyondell in 
a leveraged buyout for $48 per share in July 2007.[3] 
 
To accomplish the transaction, Lyondell merged with a Blavatnik-controlled 
company, an affiliate of Basell AF SCA, on Dec. 20, 2007, creating a merged entity 
known as LyondellBasell Industries AF SCA (“LBI”).[4] The merger resulted in the 
creation of one of the world’s largest oil refiners and producers of polymers and 
petrochemicals. As a result of the buyout, Lyondell shareholders received $12.5 
billion. 
 
Within 13 months of the merger closing, however, Lyondell and its affiliates filed for 
bankruptcy on Jan. 6, 2009, citing (among other things) declining macroeconomic 
conditions. LBI filed for bankruptcy protection thereafter. In early 2010, the 
bankruptcy court approved Lyondell’s plan of reorganization, which established the 
LB Litigation Trust (the “trust”).[5] Edward Weisfelner was appointed the trustee of 
the trust. 
 
The trustee sought to claw back approximately $6.3 billion in distributions to 
Lyondell shareholders in his complaint alleging intentional fraudulent transfer under the Bankruptcy 
Code.[6] Among other things, the trustee alleged that Lyondell’s chairman and CEO, Dan Smith, acted 
with fraudulent intent in connection with the LBO.[7] In particular, the trustee alleged Smith 
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commissioned overinflated projections from Lyondell employees that would justify Blavatnik offering a 
higher price for Lyondell’s shares. The trustee further alleged Lyondell’s board of directors — comprised 
of Smith and 10 outside directors — knew the projections prepared at Smith’s request were “inflated, 
unreasonable, and unachievable” and that Lyondell’s poor financial performance in early 2007 should 
have signaled a need to limit the company’s leverage.[8] 
 
Lyondell’s board of directors unanimously approved the merger, with the 10 outside directors having 
deliberated the merits of the proposed transaction outside Smith’s presence.[9] Of the $12.5 billion paid 
to shareholders, approximately $100 million was paid to Lyondell officers and directors, while an 
additional $337.3 million was paid to Lyondell officers and employees through “various benefit and 
incentive plans.”[10] In total, Smith personally received over $100 million, and the directors collectively 
received approximately $19 million.[11] 
 
As a consequence of the LBO, the trustee alleges that the debt undertaken by Lyondell resulting from 
the false projections left it undercapitalized and put creditors at significant risk.[12] Thus, according to 
the trustee, Lyondell completed a transaction that amounted to an actual fraudulent transfer under 
Section 548 of the Bankruptcy Code[13] based on the imputed intent of Smith, who requested and 
manufactured false and misleading projections to personally enrich himself. 
 
The Bankruptcy Court Dismisses Claim 
 
The bankruptcy court dismissed the trustee’s actual fraudulent transfer claim against the 
shareholders.[14] The court held the trustee failed to “establish[] ‘the intent of a critical mass of Board 
members who might have [fraudulent intent] on their own’ or that Smith or another, ‘by reason of the 
ability to control them, had caused the crucial mass to form that intent.’”[15] The bankruptcy court 
reasoned that “the Board’s intent ... was critical,” and Lyondell’s board was a “functioning board.”[16] 
Accordingly, because the trustee failed to plead with particularity that either (1) a majority of Lyondell’s 
board had fraudulent intent, or (2) the board was beholden to Smith, the bankruptcy court dismissed 
the claim.[17] 
 
The trustee appealed and raised two issues: (1) “whether the fraudulent intent of [Smith] may be 
imputed to Lyondell”; and (2) “what standard applies in determining the existence of ‘actual intent’ to 
defraud.”[18] 
 
The District Court Reverses 
 
The court reversed the bankruptcy court’s order, reinstating the trustee’s actual fraudulent transfer 
claim against Lyondell’s shareholders.[19] In so holding, the court found the bankruptcy court’s holding 
baseless and without authority: 

The distinction between a functioning board and a closely held corporation without a functioning board, 
and the requirement that the Trustee demonstrate Smith’s control over the Lyondell Board, do not 
appear to have any basis in Delaware agency law. Nor have the Bankruptcy Court or the Shareholders 
cited any authority for the proposition that a corporate officer’s knowledge and intent may not be 
imputed to the corporation when the corporation’s board must vote on the decision at issue.[20] 
 
Rather, the court held “long established agency law principles” should apply.[21] Under Delaware 
agency law, “the general rule of imputation” governs, meaning a “corporation [may be held liable] for 
the acts and knowledge of its agents ‘even when the agent acts fraudulently or causes injury to third 



 

 

persons through illegal conduct.’”[22] Because Smith was acting within the scope of his employment, his 
“knowledge and intent in connection with the LBO,” including his knowledge of the fraudulent 
projections, could thus “be imputed to Lyondell.”[23] 
 
Conclusion and Potential Implications 
 
Lyondell is a stark reminder of how principles of agency law can result in the imputation of a single 
officer’s or director’s fraudulent intent on an entire company for purposes of actual fraudulent transfer 
claims. The importance of the court’s decision in Lyondell is more acute in light of recent Delaware case 
law suggesting that creditors must look almost exclusively to contractual and statutory remedies, like 
fraudulent transfer laws, to seek recovery on account of their claims.[24] 
 
Specifically, the Lyondell court determined that it is possible, for purposes of actual fraudulent transfer 
claims, to impute the intent of one director or officer whose vote (or inability to cast a vote) was 
immaterial to the ultimate decision to consummate the transaction. The ruling appears to place a high 
burden on companies who want to assure themselves that there is not a single officer or director who 
has an improper intent in connection with a proposed transaction. 
 
To mitigate the risks associated with potential imputation issues for actual fraudulent transfer claims, 
directors of companies may need to consider implementing a formal process to survey and catalogue 
the interests and motivations of each of its senior officers and directors in connection with significant 
transactions. Alternatively, or in conjunction with such a process, boards must consider whether 
establishing subcommittees of independent directors, with full decision-making authority, should be 
implemented in connection with approval of certain transactions. 
 
Regardless of what specific steps a company chooses to take, companies and the professionals who 
advise them must, at a minimum, take account of the decision in Lyondell and act deliberately to ensure 
that company and board decisions are legitimate, properly motivated and free (to the greatest extent 
possible) from after-the-fact attack. 
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to creditors and the circumstances will be exceedingly rare where creditors have standing to pursue 
derivative claims for breaches of fiduciary duties).  
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